
Galileo



Galileo

 Collection of databases and online resources 

including encyclopedias, journals, periodicals, 

photos, videos, and more

 Different views for age groups (Middle & High)

 Access through CCPS portal

 Current password: email the Media Specialist or 

visit the Media Center for the current password

 http://www.galileo.usg.edu

http://www.galileo.usg.edu/


Accessing Galileo through CCPS portal



Click Log In. Type Clayton County 

Schools in search bar if you don’t 

automatically login.



Type password in box. 



Select correct user view by 

clicking change view. 





The main search bar will search 

all of Galileo. 



Scroll further down on the homepage. You can view 

databases by subject or type. You can use the second search 

bar on the homepage  to search for a specific database by 

name. You can click all databases to see an alphabetical 

listing of all the databases available.



Popular databases are highlighted In the Spotlight 

at the bottom of the home page. When you click 

on a specific database, it will take you to it. Then 

you can search within that one database. 



Searching with the main home page search bar 

searches all of Galileo…thousands of resources.

A better way to search is within one specific database. This 

will yield fewer results and get you the specific articles you 

are looking for faster. 



Many results will yield from 

using the main search bar.



Narrow down keywords specific to your topic. Use filters to 

reduce search results. Helpful filters include:

-Full text

-Scholarly journals

-Changing date range of articles to fit your search



After applying filters, you will see 

your search results reduce, narrowing 

down to the most relevant resources. 



Click on title of the article for more 

information and the full version.





Use the cite button to create 

your citation. Scroll to find 

proper citation format.



If emailing the article, use your personal 

email address and not your CCPS email. 



Best Databases in Galileo for K-12


